


                              , Japanese word that means “Joy”, is a Portuguese outdoor furniture brand. 

Our brand promises to develop aesthetic, functional and timeless designs that are made for people. 

These designs shall provide moments of Joy and Pleasure. 

Design is the fundamental Pillar of SACHI strategy to deliver the perfect balance of superior technology, 

quality and aesthetics. Thus, we are committed on bringing the best outdoor/indoor experience to 

people through an innovative product offering.

All SACHI Collections incorporate a meticulous balance of design and functionality fusing bold 

geometric shapes with high functionality and user friendliness so that people can continue… 

ENJOY OUTDOOR’s. 

Sachi Team



living is
enjoying
the passing
of time
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M2 Collection
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M1
Collections

Design: Hugo Lourenço

Simplicity and Modularity

With Sachi M1, three elements make one design

Enjoying Outdoor cooking

The M1 kitchen system has a purist and straight line design. Using aluminium as
the main material, but also stainless steel and wood in selected colours. Its design
and construction enhances the people to focus on enjoying, living and sharing both
indoors and outdoors.

Sachi M1 kitchen is made up of three elements. The workbench, the worktop
modules and the cabinets. It’s possible to choose between wall mounted or free
standing and decide the dimension between 3-8 Modules.



M1  Blend Layout with table
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M1  Blend Layout with table
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M1 Collection

The M1 Collection is enriched with new solutions, 
creating more composition possibilities and more function modules.
The preparation and cooking modules, in combination with the M1 Essence table module, 
offer a complete solution for outdoor area.

Bult-in sink and wood board Double gas hoob and double charcoal barbecue
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M1  Blend Layout with table

Unit Range
Range of 3 to 7 modules.
Dimensions: Height 92cm, Width 63.5cm. Each module are 60cm of lenght.
See appliances in pricelist.

602

92

240
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M1  Cantilever Layout with wood barbecue and trolley
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Wood Barbecue

Smart and sophisticated, Wood Barbecue makes a
bold statement in any outdoor setting. Light it up, and
it turns every outdoor event into a special occasion.
Constructed from rugged steel with a Black coating or corten steel.
Available in 85cm and 120cm sizes.

24/29

85/120
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M1  Cantilever Layout with wood barbecue and trolley

Unit Range
Range of 3 to 7 modules.
Dimensions: Height 92cm, Width 63.5cm. Each module are 60cm of lenght.
See appliances in pricelist.

421

92

85
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M2
Collections

Design: Hugo Lourenço

Purity and Essentiality

With Sachi M2 Three Modules make one living space

Living and sharing

The M2 kitchen system has a purist and ergonomic design. Using aluminium as
the main material, but also stainless steel and wood in selected colours. It´s design
and construction enhances the people to focus on enjoying, living and sharing both
indoors and outdoors.
Sachi M2 kitchen is made up of three structurally separated modules. The Island, the
Wall module and the Tall unit.
The product is designed as a part of a larger system: the home… using straight
purist lines to bring an experience where everything comes together in an ordered
and clean way
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M2 Collection Layout island with table and wall modules
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M2 Collection

M2 kitchens are the modular solution that allows the creation of any configuration.
Each module can be built with predefined units of your choice.
Build Island, wall or bar modules.

M2 wall with 4 burners hoob. Wall shelf M2 island with built-in sink

M2 Collection Layout island with table and wall modules
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M2  Collection, island with table

427

92

95

Unit Range
Range of 3 to 10 modules.
Dimensions: Height 91cm, Width 95cm. Each module are 600mm of lenght.
See appliances in pricelist.

Cabinet with
left/right door

Cabinet with
pull out drawer

Cabinet with
two drawers

Open
Cabinet

Cabinet with
two doors

Cabinet with
two drawers

Open Cabinet

Dishwasher
Module

Fridge
Module

Freezer
Module

Ice Maker
Module
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M2  Wall Module

Unit Range
Range of 3 to 10 modules.
Dimensions: Height 91cm, Width 63.5cm. Each module are 60cm of lenght.
See appliances in pricelist.

661

200

63,5

Cabinet with
left/right door

Cabinet with
pull out drawer

Cabinet with
two drawers

Open
Cabinet

Cabinet with
two doors

Cabinet with
two drawers

Open Cabinet

Dishwasher
Module

Fridge
Module

Freezer
Module

Ice Maker
Module
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M2  Tall Modules

121

200

63,5

Tall Module with
Left/Right door open

Tall Module with
Pull Out drawer

Charcoal
Module
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M2 Collection Layout bar
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M2 Collection

M2 kitchens are the modular solution that allows the creation of any configuration.
Each module can be built with predefined units of your choice.
Build Island, wall or bar modules.

M2 bar with three charcoal barbecue and naxus bar 
stools

M2 bar with naxus bar stools

M2 Collection Layout bar
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602

105

95

M2 Collection Layout bar
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Unit Range
Range of 3 to 10 modules.
Dimensions: Height 105cm, Width 63.5cm. Each module are 60cm of lenght.
See appliances in pricelist.

Cabinet with
left/right door

Cabinet with
pull out drawer

Cabinet with
two drawers

Open
Cabinet

Cabinet with
two doors

Cabinet with
two drawers

Open Cabinet

Dishwasher
Module

Fridge
Module

Freezer
Module

Ice Maker
Module



www.sachi.pt

Sachi Premium Outdoor Furniture, Lda
 Pq. Empresarial Quimiparques, 69

3860-680 Estarreja 

Tel.: +351 234 871 343 
Fax: +351 234 871 364 

email.: info@sachi.pt


